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“  Always seek new Thermals before Flight Path Anomalies

gain control and deposit fragments of your plane at thy feet”

The flurry of activity by the new executive continues and is building week by week into a veritable blizzard.

A new field location is being checked out. It is located just inside the Hamilton Airport Control Zone so contact has been
made with the Airport authorities in order to present SOGGI's case for being able to fly at that location. At this stage, it is not 
possible to speculate what may transpire but we can note that SOGGI has assembled a team that, by virtue of the collective 
expertise of its members, can only be described as impressive. (Any road up, keep your ailerons crossed!)

The Field Procedures are being reviewed and updated  not only in light of the proposed changes by Transport Canada for
Model Aircraft and Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAV's) but also to make them easier to understand and to follow.

Now is a good time to inspect those flight packs for the coming season – test for capacity, condition and integrity. How 
old are they? Will they last another season? Do a risk factor/cost benefit analysis and do something now to prevent those 
“Ohexadecimal Shasteriskt” exclamations of surprise from the flight line. 

A quick note of thanks to Lyle Jeakins, Bob Hammett and Richard Fahey for contributed articles for the TASK.

A pre-season check list. Where can you get one? Try the web site! 

http://www.soggi.ca/suite/pictures/ckfinder/files/Sailplane%20Checklist.pdf

http://www.soggi.ca/suite/pictures/ckfinder/files/Electric%20RC%20Airplane%20Checklist.pdf
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MINUTES of the SOGGI GENERAL MEETING  held January 10, 2016 at Beverly Hall, Rockton Ontario
Date: January 10, 2016    Place: Beverly Hall, Rockton Ontario
Members present : 18 and 1 guest

1. Introduction
Bob Hammett welcomed all present to the meeting.
The minutes of the December 13, 2015 meeting were proposed to be accepted by Ann Tekatch, seconded by Tony Baptist. 

The minutes were accepted.
Points from the minutes of the December 13 meeting were used as the agenda for this meeting.

2. Treasurer's Report
Ed Smith presented the Treasurer's report. There were 41 members in 2015. Two members moved to interested parties only 

(non-flying). Prior to December 31, 2015 there are 28 paid up members for 2016. 
The club bank balance at the end of 2015 was $4,847. The balance at the beginning of 2016 is $4,527. Outgoing funds 

during 2015 were for gifts, property maintenance, rentals and the website.
Ed will request Peter Clarke to continue to handle the corporate tax T2 form.
Andy Meysner proposed that the treasurer's report be accepted, seconded by Ray Munro. The report was accepted.

3. Editor and Chief Flying Instructor's Report
Dick Colley requested members to please submit articles for Task as material for the newsletter has been lacking lately. 

Articles can be on any related flying/field experience, construction projects, ideas etc.
Dick also requested Contest Directors to submit contest results to him as soon as possible for inclusion in Task. 
Dick also noted that many members have not yet completed a Pilot History Record form and requested that these members 

please do so as soon as possible. Flying privileges will not be granted and members will not be able to fly if a completed form is 
not on record.

Andy Meysner will be sending out reminders to those members for whom the club does not yet have a completed pilot history
record on file.

4. President's Report
Bob provided context on why it is necessary for the club to now be more rigorous with respect to official  records of member 

flying status and privileges. In the past SOGGI has not had a reliable and consistent system for recording new and continuing 
members flying competency. With the advent of the general public flying large numbers of drone/multirotor UAVs, with potential 
hazard to full size aircraft, Transport Canada have issued a Notice of Proposed Amendment to regulations. This amendment 
may impose an altitude limit on UAVs (by definition including model aircraft), which potentially would severely restrict model 
sailplane flying. The current proposal however, which MAAC agrees with, would exempt model pilots who are members of a 
recognized organization such as MAAC, having a good safety record with safety rules in place. This does however mean that 
the competency of model pilots needs to be demonstrated and officially recorded.

Another related issue for SOGGI specifically is that our flying fields are within the Hamilton airport control zone. Transport 
Canada regulations require us to inform the airport air traffic control that we fly within this zone. Therefore, in order to assist air 
traffic control in not restricting SOGGI to fly within the control zone, it is in our best interest to be able to demonstrate that our 
members are competent pilots and that we fly safely.

Ray Munro has already had informal discussion with Hamilton air traffic control (Nav Canada) staff on this topic. Ray reported
that this initial discussion was very positive. The bottom of the Hamilton control zone is at 1800' AGL. Typical full size aircraft 
flying below 1800' would be light general aviation aircraft, utility work helicopters, ultralights etc., and these are the types of 
aircraft to which a hazard concern may be presented by model aircraft. A Notam would likely be issued informing pilots of these 
aircraft that model sailplane flying takes place at our field. It would be the responsibility of these pilots to be aware of the Notam.

The Club will continue discussion with Nav Canada at Hamilton on this topic.
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Subject to formalities, a flying field has been found for the 2016 season. The field is on the west side of Hwy 6, 1 km south of 

Unity Side Rd. Ann Tekatch showed satellite images of the field. Bob thanked Ann and Ray for their hard work with Green 
Horizons in this achievement.

Bob thanked Stan Grandfield for facilitating a venue (Fortinos in Stoney Creek) for the club executive meetings.
Bob also thanked Tony Baptist for providing refreshment at short notice at this meeting.
Bob presented a lifetime membership award to Richard Fahey. Richard has been a member of SOGGI for 20 years and has 

known and flown with several SOGGI members for nearly 30 years.

5. Technical Seminars
At the December general meeting it was suggested that seminars on various topics would be useful to members. Ed Smith 

has consequently booked the Rockton Hall for January 24 for the first seminar and also tentatively reserved the Hall on February
21, April 3 and April 24 for later seminars.

After discussion and a show of hands for interest in the topics, it was decided that the following seminars would be held:

January 24: Construction techniques (inc. covering, soldering, structures, controls etc.)
February 21: No topic at present
April 3: Free flight
April 24: Thermal flying techniques. 
Members (non executive) are requested to volunteer as leaders for the above seminar topics.

6. Winter Social Outing
Ann Tekatch has contacted the planetarium at McMaster University, where Ann has suggested a social outing could be held. 

The cost of a 45 minute show is $150 with a maximum of 35 people in attendance. Ed Smith suggested that the club fund such 
an outing. This was then formally proposed by Ann, seconded by Ray, with all present in favour. This will be first come first 
served with friends/spouses etc. welcome. Ann will follow up. - Post meeting note by Andy, the date will be Sunday February 21 
at 1 pm.

Three members present indicated intent this year to visit the Toledo show the first weekend in April.

7. Show and Tell
Bob showed the modification he has made to his Futaba radio to improve the ergonomics of the switch to control wing 

camber.
Ray brought along a partially built Spitfire for the taking, originally intended as a slope soarer.

With no further business, Andy proposed, seconded by Ann, that the meeting be closed, with all in favour. The next meeting is
on Sunday February 7th 1:30 pm.

Andy Meysner, Club Secretary, January 14, 2016

MINUTES of the SOGGI GENERAL MEETING  held February 7, 2016 at Beverly Hall, Rockton Ontario

Members present : 19

1. Introduction
Bob Hammett welcomed all present to the meeting.
The minutes of the January 10, 2016 meeting were proposed to be accepted by Ed Smith, seconded by Bob Hammett. The 

minutes were accepted.
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Points from the minutes of the January 10 meeting were used as the agenda for this meeting.

2. Treasurer's Report
Ed Smith presented the Treasurer's report. There are 31 members paid up members for 2016, 6 potential members not yet 

paid and two members on a leave of absence.
The current club bank balance is $4,847. Recent outgoing funds were $75 for room rental for the workshops and $96 for the 

website.
Dick Colley has provided Ed with details of outstanding pilot history records and evidence of MAAC membership; 7 members 

still have to provide one or the other or both of these.
Peter Clarke has agreed to handle the corporate tax T2 form.
Andy Meysner proposed that the treasurer's report be accepted, seconded by Ray Munro. The report was accepted.

3. Editor and Chief Flying Instructor's Report
Dick reported that he has received a great response for articles for Task this month, and the next issue will be consequently 

be a 'bumper' edition.
Brian Knechtel is now formally a SOGGI Flight Instructor.
Dick will request all SOGGI flight instructors to attend the February 16 executive meeting to discuss the revised Flying Field 

Guidelines. 

4. Contest Co-ordinator Report
Ann Tekatch reported that 14 members have signed up for the Planetarium visit on February 21. Any other members 

interested should sign up, the attendance limit is 34 seats. This will be followed by lunch at the Winchester Arms in Dundas and 
numbers are required to finalize the reservation.

Ann proposed the 2016 contest schedule as follows:
June 25/26 Otto Bandmann Memorial Contest
July 17/17 Bud Wallace Memorial Contest
September 5 (Labour Day) Big Bird Bash
October 10 Thanksgiving TD Contest

If there are enough members interested, we may also hold a one model (e.g. UMX Radian) club contest, and a free flight 
contest for the Sky Bunnies to be built at the FF workshop on April 3. Dates for these contests to be decided.

For the one model contest we will likely be able to obtain a discount on UMX Radians from the Paris Junction hobby shop. 
Ann requested those interested to sign up so we can get an idea of the quantity to buy.

5. Webmaster Report
Tom Crawford has updated the website with the current event schedule (except for the contests just discussed above).
Tom will contact Gary Dumbleton by phone to remind Gary to enable means of adding other archive material to the website.
Tom noted that there are many photos on the website that need captions, and requested members to provide captions if they 

can.

6. Technical Workshops
The construction techniques workshop held on January 24 was very successful.
Ed Smith reported that the materials cost for the Sky Bunnies to be built at the free flight construction workshop on April 3 will

be ~C$11. Members were requested to sign up as soon as possible so Ed can finalize the materials purchase. For this workshop
members will need to bring typical modelling tools, e.g. an Exacto knife with #11 blade, straight edge etc. 

 
7. Meeting with Nav Canada Hamilton ATC

Ray Munro reported on his initial meeting with the Nav Canada Air Traffic Control staff at Hamilton airport. A more formal 
meeting between Nav Canada staff and Ray, Mike Sherlaw and Rob Nelson, who are experienced full size aircraft pilots, is still 
planned. An Executive meeting to plan strategy for the formal meeting with Nav Canada was held on January 22.
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8. Show and Tell

Mike Kastelein displayed 2 models he has purchased from Aloft Hobbies, along with several 2.4 GHz Frsky receivers and an 
FM to 2.4 GHz Tx conversion module.

With no further business, Ed proposed, seconded by Andy, that the meeting be closed, with all in favour. The next meeting is 
on Sunday March 13th at 1:30 pm.

 Andy Meysner  Club Secretary  February 8, 2016 

“Man is not the sum of what he has already, but rather the sum of what he does not yet 
have, of what he could have.”

- Jean-Paul Sartre

In the depth of winter I finally learned that there was in me an invincible summer. 
- Albert Camus

“One repays a teacher badly if one always remains nothing but a pupil.” 
- Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra
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Bob Hammett presents Dick Fahey with a Lifetime 
Membership Award from SOGGI in recognition of the
many years devoted to proving that Sailplanes and 
Free-Flight could co-exist and be enjoyed by all.

Workshop #1 -   Ann Tekatch, Lyle Jeakins, Ed Smith and Dick 
Colley are  ganging up to re-cover Lyle's Bird of Time wing
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Modifying the Futaba T10J Transmitter for F3J Sailplane Use

What’s the Problem?

The Futaba T10J Transmitter comes packaged with a Futaba R3008SB Receiver. This 2.4 GHz system advertises a 
very long list of nice features, including those needed for F3J sailplanes having two aileron servos and two flap servos
(2A+2F in Futaba parlance). The features that led me to buy this system were:

· An 8 channel receiver to accommodate 6 servos needed for an F3J configuration

· Uses standard analog or digital servos, but also offers Futaba SBUS/SBUS2 servo options

· Programmable mix templates that include Crow (“Butterfly”), Camber, Aileron to Flap, Flap to Aileron, etc., etc., 
plus up to 6 custom mixes.

· Transmitter and Receiver have a built-in telemetry system

· Transmitter alarms can be programmed for transmitter-battery and receiver-battery voltages

· Reasonable cost for a brand-name system (~ $310 Cdn during April 2015)

· Optional telemetry modules can be purchased separately (I purchased a GPS/altimeter/variometer module which 
reports position, speed, rate-of-climb and altitude)

Programming my system went smoothly until I hit a snag with
“Camber”. “Camber” is the coordinated drooping of flaps and
ailerons to modify the wing’s overall lifting characteristics. To
make a long story short, the “Throttle” Stick cannot be used to
operate Camber. This was confirmed in the form of non-answers to
my repeated inquiries made to the Futaba Helpline, to the local
Futaba dealer, and made to the usual Internet sources.

The manual is being truthful when it says that Camber can be
actuated by the silver rotary Knob, which is located in the middle of
the transmitter face just below the T10J decal (photo at right). 

But for milking a thermal, continuous coordinated movement of your rudder, elevator, and camber surfaces are a 
basic requirement. You don’t have time to take you hand off of either stick, in order to feel around for the Camber 
Knob. You can’t take your eyes off the airplane to look for the Camber Knob. And in any case, by the time you do 
find the Camber Knob (and give it a twist), it’ll happen too late for whatever plan you had in mind.
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A Work-Around

For the 2015 flying season, to control camber using the throttle stick I made four custom-mixes which placed no 
reliance on the Knob. These mixes enjoyed an uneasy coexistence with differential aileron and several other complex 
mix templates that were also part of the work-around. The shortcoming of this method was that if a trim-adjustment to
any one of the wing’s four control surfaces was made, it disturbed the other three wing control surfaces in various 
ways. To restore any semblance of order, each occasion required patient trial-and-error adjustment to several 
templates. A better solution was needed.

An Ultimate Solution

Even though it’s useless in any practical sense, the Camber Knob actually can move the camber surfaces exactly as 
advertised, and it does so without the shortcomings of my work-around. Also, it’s not too difficult to program once 
you locate all the necessary bits of information that are scattered throughout the manual.

I reasoned that the Knob moves a rotary potentiometer (a “pot”), which is soldered to a circuit board somewhere on 
the inside of the transmitter case. If it were possible to physically relocate that pot so that it could be moved by the 
Throttle Stick, then my problem would go away. I decided to give that a try.

The most difficult part of this project was figuring out how to gain access the “pot” in order to unsolder it from its’ 
original circuit board location. The pot was buried behind several interlocking and delicate circuit boards and bezels, 
some of which were secured by blind fasteners. But a little gentle pushing and prying eventually revealed how to 
proceed.

The photo at left shows the throttle stick gimbal removed from 
the transmitter case, and upside down. The Camber Pot is seen 
hanging off of the right hand end of the throttle gimbal. New 
black, white, and red wires connect the pot back to the same 
circuit board solder-lands where it originally resided. The 
yellow wire is a ground connection from the pot’s metal casing 
back to its’ former circuit board’s ground connection. 
Electronically speaking, the new arrangement is identical to the 
old arrangement. It’s just a mechanical rearrangement.

In order to transmit rotation from the Throttle Stick gimbal to 
the Camber pot-shaft, the steel axle of the gimbal was replaced 
with a slightly longer axle. The new axle was epoxied to rotate 
with the gimbal. The extended end of the new shaft, was then 
epoxied into a matching hole that I drilled into the end of the 
pot’s shaft. The pot’s shaft now rotates with the Throttle gimbal.
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The photo at left shows the Throttle stick assembly with pot attached, 
installed into the transmitter case. It was necessary to make a hole in 
the transmitter case for clearance to the pot.

The pot’s shaft rotates with the throttle gimbal. In order to produce an 
accurate control-signal, the pot’s outer case must be restrained from 
rotating. A music wire control arm for that purpose is seen soldered to 
the top surface of the pot’s rectangular outer case. The control arm’s 
extended length can be seen to end with a right angle bend, which is 
captured by a jack-screw.

By turning the jack-screw, the end of the control arm can be raised or 
lowered slightly, causing the pot’s casing to rotate relative to the 
gimbal’s shaft. This causes a small change in the control signal ... in 
effect it’s a trim adjustment for camber.

This has been a much abbreviated account of the Futaba T10J’s
modification to enable camber control via throttle-stick input for F3J-type
models. After all is said and done, the transmitter electronics are unaware
that any change has been made. Programming is done exactly as though
the original Knob still exists.

Because it’s still winter here, I have not been able to actually fly the
modified system yet, however it has been extensively bench tested with no
hint of problems to-date.

I would be pleased to hear from anyone considering the purchase of a T10J
system, or modifying one as described. To save you some time, I can offer
photos of every program-screen needed for an F3J set up.

Bob Hammett

Brantford Ontario

the_hammetts@rogers.com

January 29, 2016 
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My Mode 1 transmitter sporting a new 
coverplate over the clearance-hole made for 
the “pot”. Also, a blanking plate now covers 
the hole on the front-face where the knob 
was formerly installed.
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Courtesy of the Paul Naton RC Soaring Society ( Learning and Skill Sharing Group 

A quick lesson in thermal flying decision making:
I was flying my older Sirius DLG late last November, the conditions were really light, just some small areas of

lift, lots of neutral air, and of course cold sink everywhere. While this plane is world class and flies like it, I was still 
getting it dialed in after some repairs and some of the handling was not back normal. It was getting late, the sun was 
really low, and what lift was there were seemed to be gone instantly.

An old thermaler's trick is to fly over vegetation late in the day as any stored heat was soon going to being 
released as the ground cools. I launched out over the field's tree line and searched over a brushy area on the north field
boundary. Just as I was about to turn back home, I felt some positive energy, and did a turn to the right, just guessing 
where the best lift might be.

Now when I say guessed 'right', it was more of an instinctual move, it just seemed the plane was attracted that 
direction. The first turn felt good, and I completed a 360 and gained about 4 feet. I kept the speed up to read the air 
better and give me some maneuvering speed. Got in around 4 more circles and gained 20 feet more. In these 
conditions, any thermal is going to be really small and diffuse, so smooth flying is a must. 

But on turn 5, the plane suddenly felt sluggish on pitch, a sure sign of sink. Where did this obvious thermal 
just go to? The wind was calm, so it was not going to be moving downwind at any sort of speed. Since I was turning 
right already, I opened up a larger circle putting the plane in different air than I was currently in.

This is the high percentage move which gives up the least amount of altitude for a quick search in different air.
As soon as I flew more right, the air felt worse instantly. I pushed the nose down for a blip of speed then cranked the 
glider left, and sped 150 feet left, 180 degrees in the opposite direction away from that area I was just flying through. 
This move took all of about 2 seconds. At the end of the left search, the air felt better, airspeed went up, pitch feel 
came back, and I turned back to right hand circles, and climbed up a 100 feet in a few minutes, darn good results for 
such super-light lift conditions.

So what's the lesson learned here? I was thinking after that flight that it didn't really matter what glider I was 
flying, a world class machine or old out of tune beater. Both would have sunk or climbed equally. What mattered most
was the decision I made to change directions completely to find new lift and the speed in which I made that decision. 
One or two more seconds of hesitation going right, and I would have sunk out no matter what glider I was flying. You 
have to trust your instincts even though that instinct might not initially make sense. I made a mental note that I would 
listen more to that little voice.

You can only develop good instincts by getting lots of air time and flying in a wide variety of thermal 
conditions. Good instincts are developed from taking chances, chances that might not always pay off. If you've never 
had to walk a long ways to fetch your glider off field, than you've haven't taken enough chances in your thermal 
decisions.
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Waiting to leave bad air when all the signs say 'turn' will kill you every time. My main rule is that I will not fly
in sink for more than 2 seconds (or less) without making a decision to change directions and leave the area as fast as 
possible. I see this delayed decision making at contests all the time. He's in great lift, falls out of it for a bit, stays in 
that weak sinking area, and by the time he moves the glider elsewhere, the thermal has left the area.

Remember, it's not the plane you fly, but how you fly it. I'd rather have a heavy plane in lift than a light plane 
in sink. Don't obsess on the latest, lightest, and greatest glider, it won't make you fly better, flying the same plane over
and over will, and taking chances when tracking lift. Please share and disperse this article as far and wide as possible.

© 2016 - Paul Naton           http://www.radiocarbonart.com/

The lower your altitude, the faster you have to make decisions and commit to a plan. Be more conservative with 
altitude, more daring when down low.
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Anyone want to design a RC Stork?

http://www.radiocarbonart.com/
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LOCAL HISTORY OF THE FLYING ACES CLUB :

May 2001 Rev• .Jan.2016

A few of us are old enough to remember aero-modelling in the 1930s. A magazine called Flying Aces (now Flying Models) 
started a club based at its offices in New York City in the early 1930s. Some "Honorary Members" named in their ads included Al 
Williams, G,M. Bellanca, John K. Northrop, Roscoe Turner, Admiral Byrd, Eddie Rickenbacker, W.A.Bishop (our own Billy 
Bishop), Glenn L. Martin, Walter H. Beech, Donald Douglas, Clarence Chamberlain, and other icons of the aviation world of the 
post-Lindbergh era.

Individual memberships, along with Flight and Squadron Charters were issued (for a fee of 25¢ to 50¢). By 1939, 
membership had reached over 50,000 individuals, since joining only required you to clip three monthly coupons from Flying Aces
Magazine and mail them in.

A renowned modeler named Earl Stahl began to publish a series of efficient little rubber powered scale models in the middle 
thirties, mostly in Flying Aces Magazine.

About 1980 the Flying Aces Club of today was revived, and those Earl Slahl designs are the basis of the F.A.C. rules still in 
use. Rubber powered scale models are still the main emphasis of the Club, but includes other power -sources like electric 
motors. There are now over 50 Squadrons registered with F.A.C. "Headquarters" in Erie Pennsylvania, under the leadership of 
"Colonel" Lin Reichel*.  All this military stuff is a throwback to the humorous tales of World War One combat flying, published in 
Flying Aces ('til 1947), written by Joe Archibald, a well-known aviation author of the day, featuring Phineas Pinkham. Phineas, 
while totally fictitious, was a pilot notorious for carrying out various pranks on his fellow airmen, and even on the enemy "Hun".

As you can see, F.A.C. is a mixture of serious aero-modelling with its own unique set of rules, but with a large measure of 
tongue-in-cheek humour and fellowship. Not all the members are grey-haired geezers like your writer, but even the youngest go 
along with the spirit of the nostalgic pseudo-military fun.

 Over the winter of 1989/90, several indoor flying sessions for scale models and other types, were held in the gymnasium at 
Aldershot High School, under the auspices of the Burlington R/C Modelers. (See Photo #1): 
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Indoor Flying at Aldershot High School
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The following year, flying moved to the gym at Nelson High School and. continued there until spring of 1993, through 

arrangements with the Parks and Recreation Dept., City of Burlington. For the 1993/94 season we moved to the large double 
gym at Notre Dame Secondary School, through the hospitality of the Nolan family who were BR/CM members.

In the spring of 1994 we approached the Headquarters of the Flying Aces Club in Erie, for registration of our group. We were 
granted Squadron status, and registered as Tigertown Squadron 40. We have kept up our contact with F.A.C. since. Why 
Tigertown? Several of our regular members are Hamilton-based, and because of our historical connections, wished to revive the 
name 'Tigertown', which was the name of one of the best competitions in Ontario, held each year at Mount Hope Airport until the 
mid 1960s.

Along with our Burlington R/C members, we had begun to attract some well–known names in indoor flying, both nationally 
and internationally, to attend our flying sessions. John Marett (Indoor Chair for M A A C for many years), Jack McGillivry*, Roy 
Bourke, Bill Henderson*, Richard Miller (Angola N.Y.-a stalwart F A C flyer), Chris Brownhill, Ken Wiberg, Frank Loates and Bob 
Jennings; a list that sounds like a who's-who of indoor model aviation. These people commuted considerable distances regularly
to fly with us, and we learned from their experience and expertise.

Since 1990, some our local members have developed skills to be international competitors. Greg Gallo (Hamilton), Jim Lee 
(Brantford), have won consistently at several U.S. competitions.

As F A C members, outdoor rubber-powered scale. flying became part of our repertoire. Beginning in the spring of '94, we 
began to fly that category of aero-modelling at the Beverley Community Centre Park at Rockton. Practice at that location gave 
us enough confidence to enter a team in the 1996 "Jimmie Allen Postal Air Races", sponsored by the San Diego Orbiteers Club.

Jimmie Allen airplanes were all designed in the 1930s. They are semi-scale rubber-powered airplanes which were designed 
to promote the Jimmie Allen Radio Club, During that decade the Skelly Oil Company sponsored that series of designs and kits 
for these planes, along with annual competitions for these models. The first national meet took place in 1933, in Tulsa 
Oklahoma, with several hundred entries and 10,000 spectators! Soon other oil companies joined the sponsorship parade, 
Richfield, Pocahontas Oil, and British American Oil in Canada. The Jimmie Allen Radio Club grew to over 600,000 members by 
1936 !  Like many other model aviation organization, the Jimmie Allen Club all but disappeared during the Second World War, 
while the young members served their countries' call to arms.While there are no Jimmie Allen Radio Clubs in existence the 
models and their events are still flown today. They were revived by interest in model aviation history by such groups as the 
Flying Aces Club and the Society of Antique Modelers, who include Jimmie Allen events in their regular competitions. F A C 
Squadron 40 has had a team entry in each Jimmie Allen Postal event since 1996, and our team placed fourth in the 2000 event 
of 19 team entries from the U.S. and Canada. (See Photo #2).
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The point of all this is to illustrate the fact that the model aviation hobby is made up of a vast array of special interest groups, 

but the common thread of all is that we are all 'modelers', who together in Canada form a society of many thousands of persons. 
By being mutually supportive we can continue to enjoy the benefits of 'strength in numbers', to pursue our individual interests. 
This is the basis on which the Model Aeronautics Association of Canada was built, and continues.

Richard Fahey

FOR SALE:

1.  Gentle Lady :
      Wing - conventional construction - silk and dope covering

      Fuselage - reinforced nose, otherwise standard          

      Tail surfaces - conventional construction - silkspan and dope covering

       All -up weight:20.5 oz. (615 grms)

      Radio: Hitec Laser 4 ch ( 19)  Nicad batteries in TX & RX, 2 servoes.

      Field equipment: Flight box, misc. related tools, charger and Hi Start

     Approx 20 flights - one l8 min. thermal flight, most 5 to 6 mins.

2.Bird of Time :
       Wing construction to specs and drawings - 

 Silk and dope covering

     Fuselage: conventional - rubber to dowel wing attachment

     Tail surfaces - to plans and specs - silk and dope covering

     All-up weight - 44 oz  (1320 grms.)

    Radio: Futaba Conquest, PCM, FP-T5NLF 6 ch (56) Hi/Lo rates

                Al Nicad batteries.

     Field equipment, shared with Gentle Lady

     Flown approx 10 flights, one 20 min. thermal flt. most 5 to 10 mins.

To view: Call Richard Fahey, 827 Shadeland Ave.Burlington L7T 2M2

                                              905-637-5469 or rjfaheyflies@yahoo.com
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2016 Calendar of Events

2016

• March 13th Membership Meeting, Rockton Library Hall 1:30pm
• April 1st -3rd Toledo R/C Exposition **

• April 3rd   Winter Seminar *, Rockton Library Hall 11:00am
• April 10th Membership Meeting, Rockton Library Hall 1:30pm

• April 23rd  Winter Seminar *, Rockton Library Hall 11:00am

*   Seminar topics to announced shortly. Bring you own lunch

** The show occupies the entire two-floor Seagate conference centre. The top floor is all 
swap shops. The ground floor is manufacturer's exhibits, retail stores sales, and a display of 
many many beautiful model airplanes. It would be a great day if we had 2 or 3 carloads going.
Passports are needed for border crossing. 
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